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THE STORY

Anthology Senior Living has dedicated themselves to offering 
a distinctive and exceptional senior living experience. Their 
goal is to provide their residents with top-notch hospitality and 
care, enabling them to live fulfilling and meaningful lives. Living 
Revolution has worked with BKV Group and Anthology Senior 
Living on previous projects and we were honored to be asked to 
partner again on Anthology of Boynton Beach. 

Situated in the picturesque and sun-soaked area of Boynton 
Beach, FL, this exquisite senior living community offers a wealth 
of amenities to ensure residents feel right at home. From a 
state-of-the-art fitness center and rejuvenating salon and spa to 
a well-stocked library, captivating theater, exquisite restaurant-
style dining, and community activity center, every aspect of 
this community is dedicated to ensuring an unparalleled living 
experience.

Our initial challenge was suggesting value engineered product 
selections that would align with the pre-pandemic budget. Costs 
had significantly increased, forcing us to find creative solutions 
in order to stay within the outdated budget footprint. However, 
despite these rising costs, we remained committed to finding 
innovative ways to meet the client’s needs while adhering to 
budget constraints.

During the installation phase, we faced multiple challenges 
including a flooded first floor space, inoperable elevators, and 
communication barriers with onsite tradesmen due to language 
differences. To address these issues effectively, we collaborated 
closely with the general contractor. Together, we strategically 
managed the installation by prioritizing accessible spaces that 
were ready to receive product within the allocated time frame.

Our recommended products are carefully curated to cater to 
the needs and tastes of mature and sophisticated residents. We 
prioritize both functionality and aesthetics, ensuring that every 
item chosen for the space meets high standards. Specifications 
included products from the following manufacturers; Fairfield, 
Falcon, H Contract, Janus et cie, Kellex, Kwalu, and National. This 
attention to detail ensures that residents can enjoy a beautiful and 
comfortable living environment.




